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Spee dy'

retire s

Remember when it cost two cents to _write home?
Olan J. Howard (alias O.J., Speedy, and Skinhead) not only remembers the "inflationary" twocent letter but also recalls the initiation of air mail,
special delivery, and C.O.D.
A campus mail clerk, Howard will retire from the
USF campus mail room Aug. 17, one day before his
70th birthday, marking an end of 45 years of
employment with the U.S. Postal Service.
'~
For 34 years Howard handled barking dogs, ~
changing to howling USF .administrators for the • ~
. a:
~nllyean.
>
However, Howard says he will miss USF and its .D
.people. '
"Neither snow, nor rain, nor heat, nor gloom of
night", nor campus protests, no~ ...
Howard saw the mail through.

1
Reg istra r resigns 1 und er pressure _
By Bill Nottingham
the future role of the University and the future of the registrar's
Oracle_Staff Writer
office with Dr. Robert Ellis, former assistant to the vice pres. for
USF Registrar James E. Lucas has submitted a letter of
Academic Affairs.
resignation to vice pres . for Academic Affairs Dr. Carl Riggs,
apparently due to pressure exerted on him by several members of
Sometime next week, ac~ording to Riggs, he and Lucas will
the Administration, The Oracle learned yesterday.
meet to set the date the resignation is to become effective.
/. E. _Lucas
· Riggs said Lucas reached his decision to resign aiter discussing
Yesterday, Lucas was out of town and unavailable for
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , comment.
Today's Weather
. Riggs s~id he did not know
the context of Lucas'
Partly
cloudy , through
discussion
with Ellis or even if
Friday. Low tonight in the
it
pertained
to any resignation.
low to mid-70s. High in the
low 90s.
Ellis, who has left USF to
take a position at · Florida
Vol. 7 No. 49-12 pages
The University of South Florida
Thursday, August 3, 1972 International University · in
Miami, was also unavailable for
·comment.
Several members of the
Administration were reluctant
to confirm Lucas' resignation,
saying they did not wish to be
the sourceof any information
since Lucas was not on campus.
Some
high-level
Administrators
would
not even
adding to its complex, does not proP,osed project, but two students: Th'e other provides
By Ellie Sommer
comment
off-the
record
about
have room to house the center, · provisions have been agreed operation of the· facility 24
Oracle Staff Writer
the
resignation.
upon, Splitstone said.
hours daily, every day of the
Spl!tstone said.
A proposal 1s being
Pres. Cecil Mackey said the
One
requires
the
center
to
be
year, Splitstone said.
formulated to move the
University
has not yet
Very few definite decisions housed in a separate building,
USF's facilicities are "totally
Student Health Center to the
officially
accepted
Lucas'
have been made about the devoted exclusively to .USF
Continued on page 3
University Community
resignation. Acceptance would
Hospital (UCH) on Fletcher
only come after he had met
A venue, opposite USF by
with Lucas and they had
September 1973.
discussed
future
plans,
The change should not put a
according to Mackey.
financial burden on students,
If the University does accept
according to Dr. Robert L.
Lucas' ·resignation, a new
Egolf, director of the Student
registrar would be appointed
Health Center, and Dale
by Riggs as soon as possible.
Splitstone, administrator of the
Mackey said personnel
UCH.
within the · University would
In February, Dr. Egolf.sent a
be considered for the job before
rough "guesstimate" to Dr.Joe
anyone outside the academic
Howell, vice president for
community, but "we want to
Student Affairs,' outlining the
get the best possible
basic costs of the off-campus
replacement ," probably
center. ·
someone with computer
He said, however, the
expenence.
estimate may be at least 50 per
L,.ucas and two other top
cent ·off when compared to
administrators have resigned
· estimates drawn up by the
this quarter while five of the
UCH.
seven college _deans have
Egolf said he spoke with the
re~igned this year along with
hospital July 10 and they
many members of the faculty.
assured him a draft of the costs,
procedures and facilities would
"I think you have to look at
Oracle photo by Russ Kerr
be ready in 60 days.
every case separately,"
"A year is required to get a
.Students for McGovern
Mackey commented, when
building suitable for the
asked what prompted the
Alan Sarkin and Richard Mayberry about the Democratic Presidential
center," Egolf said.
resignations.
answer questions and talk to students candidate at a table in the UC.
The UCH ; although now
This is the last issue of
The O.racle for Qtr. 4.
Publication
will
resume Sept. 19 (Qtr, 1)
By Ellie Sommer
by Student Activity and Service Fees, said Sechen.
with . four-day a week
Oracle Staff Writer
He said the lease money should be returned to the student
publication. Anyone
One-thousand dollars in lease money from the Baltimore Colts account to maintain the facilities after
interested in having news
the national football team
for use of student athletic-facilities does not revert back to student leaves. He also noted that the soccer
or
other information
team is delaying practice
funds, but is deposited in an incidental trust fund, Pres. Cecil because of the Colts' use of the soccer
,
printed
should submit it
field: ·
Mackey said when questioned at "Hotline" session yesterday by
The incidental trust consists of those revenues derived fro1;nthe
to The Oracle news
Robert Sechen, secretary of student finance.
•
University itself and is not funded by the Florida Legislature. The
office, LAN 469. Phone
The fields and locker rooms used by the Colts are maintained
Continued on pa~e 5
974-2619_
,

0

CL E

Hea lth Ce nte r pro pos al
see/cs mo v~ off -ca mp us

Colt mon ey goes into trus t fund
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PSC sets hearingon phone se rvice
Students who have of the · Liberty Federal
complaints
about Building, 1111 N . Westshore
discriminatory
telephone Blvd., according to Richard
service practices with General · Merrick, Student Governmem
Telephone Company (GTE) (SG) secretary of resident
can make their voices heard at a affairs.
Public Service Commission
Although Merrick said he
(PSC) hearing, Sept. 1.
was not sure what role SG
Complaint hearings will would play in the hearings,
begin at 9:30 a.m. in r<>om 4"11 Gary Palmer, secretary of

Public Relations, indicated that
SG would serve as a "clearing
house" _for student complaints
and refused to release any other
information about the hearings. ··
"We (SG) want to present a
concise file of student
complaints to the PSC,"
Palmer said, after refusing to
disclose either the hearing time

or ,place for publication.
bec~use ·many student;
"We'd like to- handle this " transient apartment dwellers
in this area," tend to "rip-off' ·
ourselves," he added.
•
Students have allegedly been · telephones. ·
Students
with
complaints
charged up to $50 rather than
the usual $35 refundable about GTE service , or
deposit fee, in addition to a $15 discriminatory practices should
service fee for single-phone attend the hearings or contact
.the SG ~ffices, UC 158, ext.
installation.
GTE sources s,ay that this is 2401.
The offices will be open
from 8 a.m.-5 p .m. now
through
quarter
break,
according to Palmer. Students
working through SG should _
American trade commission.
leave their name and an address
Earlier, Peterson met for at which they can be reached
nearly an hour with Jozef during break along with an
lnkowski, acting chairman of itemized . description of their
the Planning Co.mmission.
complaint; he said.

McGovern urged choose female
AUSTIN;"-Tex. (UPl)Gloria Stfinem, Bella Abzug,
Aliard
Lowenstein
and
Lyndon Johnson's brother
yesterday joined a group of
Texas College students in
urging George McGovern to
pick Frances T. "Sissy"
F arenthold as his running mate.
The Democratic National
Committee's
emergency
meeting yesterda y' to select
new running mate for
-Presidential candidate George
S. McGovern will be a
miniature national convention, ·
with credential challenges,
rules fights, nominating and
second spieches and all.

a

No War Funds
WASHINGTON (UPI)The Senate last night voted to

'

Raiph · Nader proposed
yesterday that voting m
national elections be made
mandatory.
cut off funds for further U.S.
military activities .in Vietnam
within four months, provided
Hanoi releases American
prisoners of war.

Spassky will Draw
REYKVIK, Iceland (UPI)A chess source said yesterday
Russian Boris Spassky would
be content with draws in the
next couple of games against
American Bobby Fischer so the
world champio~ could get back
into form and beat the
temperamental challenger.

Mandatory Vo!ing
WASHING TON

(UPI)-

-

Miami board delays
MIAMI BEACH (UPI)-The Miami Beach City Council will _
vote on whether to provide a campsite for protesters just four days
before the Republican National Convention opens Aug. 21.
The · Co,uncil voted unanimously yesterday to delay until
Aug. 17 the decision o~ a request by six protest groups that
flamingo Park be used as a campsite.

Rate Increase Debate
TALLAHASSEE (UPl)-,Claiming that the Public Service
Commission is waiting until after the elections to spring
"consumer-crushing" utility rate increases on the public, Sen.
Gerald A . Lewis yesterday challenged Commissioner Jess
Yarborough to a debate.
Yarborough said he will think about it.

UF Gatorade Squal.lble Ended
GAINESVILLE- (UPI)-The long squabble over royalties
from Dr: Robert Cade's quick energy drink Gatorade ended
yesterday with Cade and the University o( Florida agreeing to
share the proceeds.
Cade, a professor of renal medicine at the University, said the
Gatorade trust which he formed after inventing the lemon-lime
drink in 1965 will get 80 per cent of the net royalties with the
University getting 20 per cent.

Guthrie Says Crap in Sky

No Peace Yet
PARIS (UPI)-Communist
sources said yesterday they
were not optimistic abou.t a
peace settlement : in Vietnam
despite reports from some
· American sources that an
agreement might come before
the U.S. presidential elections
in the fall.

GRISSETT
MUSIC
.

GUITARS SHEET MUSIC
ACCESSORIES

8898 56th St; Temple · Terrace

Bremer Called Schizo

MAYE'S SUB SHOP

WARSAW
(UPI)-U ,S.
CommeJ:ce Secretary Peter G.
Peterson and members ·of his
20-membe~ delegation met for
two hours with Polish-

No shuttle
projected
for Otr. 1

Hours: 11-7:30p.m. M-S

10% off with this ad

DELIVERED HOT
.TRY IT ... FOR DELIVERY

PHONE, 971-2018
10016 N. 30th Street
(Poinsettia_Plaza) .·

LET'S GO LOBSTERING!!.
WE HAVE WEEKEND TRIPS SCH EDU LED
FOR JULY 28, 29 and AUG. 4, 5

$3995
EVERYTHING INCLUDED

Vice
Pres.
for
Administrative Affairs A. C.
,Hartley cautioned students
against_ expecting shuttle
service this fall around campus.
He said it will be some time
before a final decision will be
reached on the shuttle service,
adding that the publicity given
the program was premature.
How the shuttle system is to
be funded is still unknown,
Hartley said, but added t_hat
several alternatives are being
studied.

·s cUBA CLASSES
THERE IS STILL TIME TO JOIN!

CERTIFICATION IN YMCA, PADI,
SSI, and FS0A
.

}:;,..,.score ~

'

of Tampa

Maxine M. Lovejoy-Pres.-AI Faulkner-Gen, Mgr. Master Diver

7400 Nebraska Ave.-Ph. 234-1101-Complete Di¥ers' Needs

BREAKFAST at ,,M cDona1d·s
Featuring Our New

Egg Mcmuffin!
A country fresh egg fried in
butter, -drafJed with cheese
and topped with a delicious
slice of Canadian bacon,
Served open faced on a ,·
toasted
buttered
English
Muffin..

!NOW OPEN!

(between Fowler & Fletcher)
•'Previous location of Big Rock Health Foods

_IN TOWN ...

Trade Meeting

TALLAHASSEE (UPI)-Gov. Reubin Askew yesterday
appointed Attorney General Robert Shevin as an ~x-officio
member of the Governor's capital punishment study committee.

12303 N. Nebraska

WE HAVE THE BEST PIZZAS.

IN OUR -N EW PORTABLE OVENS.

Shevin on Punishment Study

Formerly Fowler Ave. "WholeEarth" Bookstore

.REPAIR
AMPLIFIERS
P:A. EQUIPMENT
Ph. 988-1419

UPPER
MARLBORO'
(UPI)-A psychoanalyst
testified yesterday that Arthur·
H. Bremer was a legally insane
schizophrenic whose mental
stress eased after he decided to
murder either President Nixon
or Gov. George C. Wallace.

MIAMI (UPI)-Capt. William Guthrie, Eastern Airlines
Environmental Consultant, renewed his attack yesterday on the
policy of jetliners dumping fuel into the air before landing. "It's crap that just doesn't belong i_n the sky," Guthrie said.

SURVIVAL BOOKWORKS

..INST.RUCTION
GUITAR

-MENUEgg McMuff i.n ..60¢
Toasted, buttered
English muffin & jelly . .. 25¢
Orange Juice . . . . 20¢
Hot Coffee . . . . . l 5<t

11 :00 a.m.

920
E. FOWLER
6906
N. 56th St.

Famil y plann ing cente r
opens Qtr. - 1- a_t U.· SF
A family planning service is
expected to begin operation
Qtr. 1, 1972 in the Student
. Health Center at USF.
Some legal aspects must be
. overcome regarding _the new
Florida law . which i:5ermits
minors to participate in the
program, said Dan Walbolt,
assistant to the vice president
for Student Affair.s.
· "We want to be sure we are
operating within the law," he
said.
The_ Legislative action,
effectiveJuly 1, 1972,provides
a comprehensive family
planning program,· · making
available prescriptions and
provisions for contraceptives.
The program provides
information and services for

Dr. Eugene Olsen

... examines unidentified solution

Cheini s·t loo/cs
to · Vllhat counts
By Andrea Harris ·
Oracle Staff Writer
In today's society where ever-increasing emphasis is
placed on one's outward physical appearance, it's refreshing
to stumble upon professionals to whom it doesn't matter
whether one's skirt is sufficiently short or one's hair is
acGeptably long.
He's the clinical chemist-- and he's concerned about what
one looks like from the inside.
Dr. Eugene Olsen, associate professor of chemistry, is
designer of a program devised to expand USF's clinical
chemistry.
.
Clinical chemists, who in the past have been analyzing the
hemoglobin, testing the cholesterol and checking out the
elctrolyic composition of the blood of the general public,
have learned these skills from experience, not academic
training.
Olsert · (an "analytical chemist by n:aining became · a
clinical chemist by interest") spent a year at Yale University
working in the laboratory of Dr. David Seligsen, head of
Clincal Pathology.
.
The function of a clinical chemist is to make all chemical
data available to the physician to complement his physical
examination.
"There's a tremendous need for research in this field,"
explained Olsen in his soft-spoken way. "My research and
· · my teaching interests have been channeled in that direction."
The progress includes "farming the seniors out to the
local hospitals" as an orientation. Although the program
was approved by the Board of Regents last December, "we
expect to have some graduates next June. They knew it w~s
coming."
Olsen wrote to pathologists . and clinical chemists
throughout the nation, and their reactions to .the program
were "overwhelmingly exthusiastic."
For those interested in obtaining more information, a
meeting wi~l be held on Friday at 2 p.m. in CHE 105.

minors under certain be funded to the center for the
circumstan ces,
including program. The program will
pregnancy, -consent from
develop from money already
parents and marriage.
allocated, he said .
T he only reaction fro.m
parents to the nature· of this
program was obtained during
USF focus session (orientation
for new students).
. Walbolt said the parents ·1
welcomed the service and
seemed satisfied that their
daughters could receive
professional help at the
University . . ·
1
The program will involve
only a few additions to the
1311
Dale Mabry
Health Center staff, Walbolt
said. One would be the hiring · Ph. - 253-3875 .
of ,a gynecologist, a position · We carry the Fine Arts
now vacant at the Center.
ar_,d Mass-Comm. equip- ·
No additional money would
' ment & supply require-

fAiiNER~-1
.I

I

CAMERA ·

I CORNER

I

at
I
MARTIN'SJ

;

.

I

I

S.

·ve·t s plan dance , .
spons or op.e n house
.

~

.

Viemam Veterans Against . when Shelley asked him why
the War(VVAW)willsp onsor he was tearing down an
a dance in the UC Ballroom approved poster.
Saturday at 8 p.m. in an effort
The poster which drew
to raise funds for their "March Freter's wrath. contained
Against Murder" to Miami.
multiple head shots of
Saturday, the veterans plan President Nixon with "March
to hold an -open house at their Against Murder" printed
Fir~base America near the across his forehead.
Toytown Landfill in -. St.
Freter's action. was followed
Petersburg from 1-6 p.m., and
by a verbal exchange with
have had a table this week in the Shelley befo!~ !eaving the UC.
UC to promote the march.
Opposition to vv Aw Came
from a member of the USF
community Tuesday night
when library clerk . Kay E.
Freter tore down one of the
posters announcing the march.
Freter declined to comment
on his reasons fortearing down
the poster, but SG Sen. John
Shelley alleged that Fretersaid,
" Nobody can call the President
· of the United States a
murderer; it's against the law,"

·ments:
L-~olycon trast F-Mo_un ting Board-Dry Mount Tissue...;....
and other accessories

STUDENT ·
DISCOUNT
J0°/o off' supplies
up to 20% off on ·
equipment

camera rentals

and repairs
extensi;;da rk"ro"";m
supplies

·--. BIKE SALE

Health Cent er--- ----- ---

10 Speeds
5 Speeds

3 Speeds
Fea the rwe ights
Lightweights

Continued from page_1 ·

inadequate" for the University
community,' Egolf said.
With the proposed shuttle
service . it will be relatively
simple for .resident students to
get to the UCH for treannent,
he said.
Splitstone offered some
advantages of moving the USF
center.
"We offer-- expertise and
depth. We provide health car_e .
for a -living. And we have.back. up
facilities,
personnel
expertise and kn.o w-how," he
said.
Splitstone said he is
reasonably sure the bulk of the

money for the new center will
come from student activity and
service fees (ASF).
But he ahd Egolf were
uncertain as to whether
~rodents would have to provide
any "out-of-pocket" fees for
'i:he service.
The quality of service
administered by the UCH is
directly dependent upon the
amount of ·money the
University is willing to spend,
Splitstone said .
"The portion of ASF fees
allocated to the USF Health
Center is lower than ·at any
other state university ," .

Splitstone noted.
"We are not interested in the
service unless we can provide at
least an average service to .the
students. B\Jt you get what you
pay for," he added.
Splitstone said .he is
reviewing the health center at
Florida State
University,
which he considers the best in
the country.

DISCOUNT
on any bike in stock
-Must Hove USF I.D.Firestone Stores-Northgote
9035 N. Florido-Avenue Ph. 932-4363 .

I.LI
-a

"'....)>

<t
V')

YAMAHA

TRIUMPH
BSA

HUSQVARNA
ANO

'"

PENTON

RICKMAN

8920 N . ARMENIA AVE . .
TAMPA. FLA . 33604
935 - 2464 • 933 - 3528

am

,Open 8:30
to 6 pm
Tues. & Thurs. to 8

pm

1112 BUSCH BLVD.
PHONE 935-5912
HOURS: 11 :30-8:30

I

· Sale ·Begins Tues., Au_g . .1·
Sale Ends Sat., Aug. 6
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-----Q.R,,-\..CLE----------------------------~T~he....,O_ra_c~le-is-w-ri-tt-en_a_n~d-ed~i~-d-:-:-b-y
students at the University of Soutl,
Florida.
Editorial
not
AND
necessarily
those views
of th·e herein
advisorare
or tl,e

D·tTOR IAL s

COMMENTARY

University administration

Eagleton decision only way out but • • •
When last seen, latest rumor has 'i t,
Sen. Thomas Eagleton was going home
to beat his wife and kids and kick his dog
a few times. While this statement is a
total fabrication it seems very plausible
that something like it was soon to be
dragged out for public debate.
Dropping Eagleton from the national
ticket was a brutal move in a brutal game
but it looked like Sen. McGovern had
no choice. He was damned if he.did, but
more damned if he didn't.
The issue of Eagleton's health was
simply not going to blow over like
McGovern and his staff had hoped.
Judging from · his record since his
treatments and the calm he displayed
during the hectic week, Eagleton is a
healthy and capable man. Rightly or
wrongly though; public opm10n was
not satisfied.
The tragic personal controversy
promised to hound and distort the
campaign all the way till November.
The resignation is probably the least
damaging way out of the distasteful
dilemma. And as has been pointed out in
many political analyses, it -would be _
' better to debate the nation's health and
future rather than Tom Eagleton's
health and future.

still plenty of time to recover. ·
There is -one beneficial side effect to
the incident. It removed any credibility
from ·the Republican ravings about
receiving unfair treatment from the
news media. Reporters of press,

TV and radio d,d a· thorough, even
harsh, job of uncovering and presenting
the facts and issues.
Finally, Sen. Eagleton, while not
exactly an innocent bystander, is to be
admired for his courage and cool in

handling the ordeal. He somehow ·
managed to maintain his sense of humor
and departs with no rancor in his heart.
So the "Eagleton question" has been ·
dealt with and maybt now some more
important issues can be discussed .·

. UIH~ VO '( A MEAN~
11
HE'S · ~OT 60~NA MA.\<E IT.''?
TO DEMONS~TE OUR W\l\lDIN6 DoWtJ THE
\AJAR, THE . -Pl2.E5lPE"NT HA.~ O'R1'E12E1) cE'RO
DEA-n-\$ 7\-4 \S WEE1', O~L'<' . \NJUR\ES. ARE
/

TO . B~

PER.Ml 1· rEt,1,, Y:OU ·
\AJOULON'T D\500EY A P \ ~
O~VEl2., NOVJ WOULD YOU

r

•SSE:~,V>,. ~N
A COU·PLE
:of 6, c>,.w'T '(A.'?
UT ~ A. PO$f M

+-Cu

Unfortunately
for ·M cGovern
though, Eagleton's health was not the
only problem to catch the public's eye.
Misjudging the problem of picking a
running_ mate and over-rating the
efficiency · of his aides has raised
questions about his competency · to .
handle a staff and manage big .affairs.
Also, the politicaily pragmatic move
stunned the idealism of his mam
supporters.
McGovern afld the Democrats have
enough problems as it is l;>ut this crisis
came early in the .<;ampaign and there is

------Letters----Stumbling block

would speak up for us as you did in your
article.
It is a lot easier not to go to school and
not to continue one's education than it is
ta keep going on and on.
If this stumbling block is thrnwn in
frontofme,Iwillprobablykeepon.But
· what of those who _cannot surmount ·
such a stumbling ~lock'; . don '. t ther
deserve some cons1derat1on m this
issue?
David L. Bonar ·
Systems Analyst
GTE Data Services Incorporated

· Democratic ideal changed definitions
lately?
It_ seems to me that the Student
Government should have powers of
Published four times weekly. Tuesday through Friday,
Editor:
equal standing with those of the
during the academic year period September through midThanks for the iriterpretive article on
professional element in the University . . June; twice weekly on Tuesdays and Thursdays during the
year period mid-June through August. by the
the from page of your Tuesday, July
After all, it is the students that academjc
University of South Florida. 4202 Fowler Ave., Tampa, Fla .
25, 1972 issue.
33620. Second calss postage paid at Tampa, Fla. Printed by
ultimately comprise and support the
Peerless Printer, Inc. , Tampa.
.I am a part-time undergrad student
University.
-and would definitely resent. having to
Mail Subscription. S2 for Qtrs. I. 2. 3: SI for Qrr. 4.
Where do the Regents get the idea
Office of Studem Puhlicarions, IJirccto r Leo Sraln akcr.J r .. LAN
pay Activity Fees for services that I
that officials hav·e a right to dictate to the
f 72. phone 974-261 7. Newsroom. LA N 469. phone 974-21, I 9:
·
Advertisin~ LAN 472. phone 974-2620.
students? Once . we reach this point,
don't use. How would it be possible to
Ueadlines: Advertising- (with proof) Thursda y noon for
government no longer · exists to serve
register a vote against such a move, or is
Tuesda y issue, Monda y noon for Tllursda y Issue; Dead lin es
ex tended one da y without proo f. Gen era l news ..~ p.111. dail y for
it possible to do so?
but rather to be served.
·
following day issue. C lassified ads wi ll he raken Ha.m. ro noo n rhc
Since January, 1966, I have been in
How is it that the president of a da
y before publicarion in person ~rby mail wirh paymcnr enclo!ied.
continuous enrollment at USF. At the
University has the inalienable right i:o
present rate of progress, I will be a
dictate the course of events? The
candidate for graduation in another six
President of the United States merely Editor . ........ ... .. . .... . . Gram Donaldson
holds the power of veto which can be Managing Ed itor. .. .. . . . . . . . .. . Rohen Fiallo
years. I have a vocation, wife, daughter Editor:
News Editor . .. ..... . .. . . Valerie Wickstrom
and a desire to eventually obtain a
What happened to the basic principles over ridden by the Senate. And the Sports Editor ......... ... .. David Moormann
degree. The activities supported by the behind democratic government in the · Senate is comprised of an equally
Activities Editor ....... . .. .. . ... . Lisa Smith
Activity Fee do not, in anyway .that I university system? The present · representative body of delegates based
Advertising Manager .. .. .. . . .. . . .. Bill Kop
know of, help me work toward the · controversy over the student on population. ,
At this University the students far
eventual degree . . Thus, the question . constitution centers on the fear of
This public document was
arises in my mind, "Why should I have- student government usurping the· outnumber any of the represented
promulgated at an annual cost of
to pay for something that benefits the powers of authority, ie., the University elements in the government. It is about
$147,208 .42, or 9¢ per copy, to
full-time student at my expense?" My presiden~. It appears as though the time that the Regents and the rest of the
disseminate news to the students,
belief is that part-time students authorities fear loss of the power which · University recognized "historically"
staff and faculty of the University
..shouldn't have to pay full price for is vested in them by the very people the rights of the students who are "the
of South Florida. (Forty per cent
parking stickers e_ither. Maybe I feel too they serve. Government is a service for legal base" of the University.
of the per issue cost is offset by
Lee Pendergraft
much like an unrepresented minority on the people not a dictate formulated for
advertising revenue.)
,.
,._,1 2ZOO
campus / but -I do wish that someone the control -of the masses. Or li'as the ,

Demo ideals
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X -gra de po licy
await s _- ol<ay

MONOGRAMS

REGISTER

Needlepoint Yarn & Bags

TO

KINGCOM E'S TRIMMIN GS

VOTE

Ph . 935-8168

11615 Florida Ave. at Fowler

I

Dr. Carl Riggs, vice
president for Academic Affairs,
has passed _ the Student
Government (SG) X-grade
policy change on to Pres.
Mackey for his approval and
subsequent implementation.
The propos~l was passed by _
the Council of Deans July 26,
sigq¢ by Dr. Riggs and
rediscussed · by
the
Undergraduate · Council July
31. It now awaits Pres.
Mackey's approval.
.

The proposal changes the
policy of computing an X as an
F ·in a students' grade point
ratio (GPR). The new policy
states that an X won'rfigure in ·
a GPR and a student l;tas three

quarters of enrollment to erase
• the X before it is considered an

F.
The policy doesn't say if the
proposal · is retroactive and
questions are referred to the
Office of Records and
Registration, ADM 264.
In other administrative
actions, the SG proposal to
change the S-U policy has been
sent to the Council of Deans,
after being passed by the
Undergraduate Council. The
prop~sal to change the drop
date was voted down by the
Undergraduate Council in.
favor of retaining the currerit
system.

THE
l#~FASHIOI ~
STORE

WESTSHORE PWA
DQWNTOWN: 705 FRANKLIN ST.
· BRITTON PWA SHOPPING-CENTER

Lease fund s---- Continued from page 1

money is derived from sources
which include matriculation
fees, out-of-state fees,
application fees, library fines ·
and re~earch overhead. ·
This money. is used to
support 30 per cent of the
Education and General Funds
allocated by the state.

A number of people in the
community have never been orr
the campus, said Mackey,
adding t~at the new shopping
center on Fowler Ave.nue and
the VA Hospital will put the
University closer- to the
community.

NEW LOOK "72"

An effort is being made to
broaden the awareness of the
community to the facilities and
Mackey said the field and
the purposes of the University,
facilities are not owned· by the - as an important part of Tampa,
students but by the University
Mackey said.
and in turn -by the state, and in
this case the money should .
Also discussed was the
return to state accounts.
· growing number of alumni
from USF. It was suggested
Sec hen speq1la ted the
that the alumni might donate
possibility of other big league
money
for a field house.
teams over.taking USF facilities
Mackey
said the possibility
while stu<;lents receive no
was
not
likely.
compensation for the intrusion.
With the . great community
interest in the Colts, Mackey
said the team's use of USF
facilities is an exception not a
policy.
,
Community interest in the
University, . ·sparked by the
presence or the Colts, was
another topi<; at the hour long
hotline.
- Roger Coe cited.the isolation
of . USF foim the Tainpa
commi,mity, but added the
attitude should change as the
University matures.

Because of the young age of
USF, - alumni are not as
established and ready to give
large sums of money to the
University, Mackey said. ·
Shortly before the session
was over an enthusiastic
student rose to his feet,
announced to Pres. Ma~key
that the University was doing a
fine job; and said he thoQght
. everything was · running
smoothly. He then smiled and
left

GOOD · PAYING OPENINGS
VIA CO-OP EDUCATION
*Co ng ressional Office,
Wash ., D.C.--Any major but must be Hillsboro resident
Circuit Court--Preferably
pre-law but others considered.
Honeywell--Accounting majors
*_Office of Education, Wash ., D.C.--Any m;;-jors
Sunland Training Center, Ft. Meyers-Speech pathology'· majors
Volusia County Easter Seal Center-Speech pathology majors
Busch Gardens--Finance, Spe·ech, Zoology, and other
majors. G9od personal ap.p earance required.
Inte rnal Revenue Service, Orlondo--Accounting,
oth e rs considered.

Phone Co-op Office, FAO 126, 974-2 171,

or stop by. Ask for Marsha .
Marine. Ban _k--Gra d student preferred , e conomics, math,
general bus. management or fi nance/ accounting majors .

_

Boys Club--Physical Education , Psychology,
Sociology, athletic background .
Older student, Veteran preferred.

-

--Apply Today, Now

-

*Excellent_experience and pay in Nations Capital--many other USF Coops going. Most students earn some academic credit while .on Co-op
a ssignments.

.

'

3-piece knit set 1n Fall tones of
burgandy , camel and green

$14 .99

/
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Boar d shel ves park ing
prop oSal unti l _Octo ber
By Ray Wolf
Oracle Staff Writer

Johnson explained his reasons
for putting off voting until
October .

. In what Ben Johnson termed
a victory , the Parking and
Traffic committee voted to put
off until'their October meeting
a vote · _o n the Student
Government · (SG) parking
_proposal. ·
Johnson, SG secretary of
Academic Affairs, pointed out
that the committee agreed to
discuss the proposal at length in
October. "Any points rejected
by members at that meeting
mus't have an alternative. That
way they will have to argue
with logic ind not emotions,"
he said.

!

Debby Locklair looks through the Schedule of
Classes booklet trying to decide what courses will fit
where so she can finish early registration :

I

Official Notices

New contract procedures will be
implemented for all USF faculty
this year. Faculty on full ninemonth appointments will soon
receive · by certified mail contracts
covering the period 9 / 15/ 7~-6 / 14/ 73 . Faculty on 12-month
appointments will receive similar
contracts cov~ring
the • period
9 / 1 /72--6 / 30/73.
By law, the University is unable
to contract beyond the current
fiscal year; therefore, next spring a
contract amendment will be issued
to each 12-month faculty member

-FOR Y O U R ! - - ~ - - - -

INFQRfv1 ATIQN
. ~cholarship change
The Office of Financial Aids has ·
announcea thatthe registration fee
scholarship for the academic year
1972-73 has been ·changed so that
students
receiving
these
scholarships will not be required to
perform any services in order to
receive full benefits of their
scholarships,

Price control speaker
· Dr. Robert Lanzilotti, dean of the
College of Business at the
University of Florida and a member
of. President Nixon's Price
Commission, will speak on wage
and price controls Monday at 2
p.m . in BUS 111.

Ballroom dance
There will be.a dance Saturday at
8 p.r'n: in the UC· Ballroom to raise
money for the Vietnam Veterans
Against the War's "March Against
Murder"beginnin g Aug. 12 from
Ft. Pierce to Miami. Admission is '

$1 .

Financial aids
The Office of Financial Aids will
be closed each afternoon from
Aug. 14-18 so that they· may
expedite the proc·e ssing of the
deferred federally insured loans
and complete fiscal year end
reports. · Any routine business .
" should be handled in the mornings.
~

Library hours
During the quarter break. the
library win be open Monday
through Friday from 8 a.m·. -5 p.m.
It will be closed Saturday, Sunday
and Labor Day. It will resume its
regular h~urs Sept. 19,

extending his appointment from
7 / 1 / 73--6 / 30 / 74, A letter of
a111endment indicating the new
salary OJ rank for 12-month faculty
members which will be effective
about Sept. 1 each year should be
issued at the same time that the
regular
re-appointme nt
amendment letters are sent to 9month faculty.
It is essential that all new and
continuing faculty sign and return
these contracts w ithin the
specified 15-day period (7 days on
letters of amendment) following
receipt of the contract since no
p11yroll warrants will be issued prior
to the return of the signed·contract.
All faculty are urged to make sure
that their chairmen have their
current mailing addresses. They
should also discuss with their
-chairmen any anticipated failure to
meet the 15-day (7 days for letters
. of amendment) deadline .

Campus Date Book
TODAY . . Pre-Registration, 8
a.m., UC 248. BIS Luncheon,
noon, UC 256. Movie. "Hail
Hero;" 8 p.m ., LAN 103.'
FRIDAY. Pre,Registration, 8
a.m., UC 248. Che,s s Night. ~p.m.,
UC 251 . Movie, "Hail Hero," 8
p.m .. LAN 103.
SATURDAY. Movie, "Hail
Hero," 8 p.m .. LAN 103.
THURSDAY . BIS Luncheon,
m;,on. UC 256.

CO-OP EDUCATION

Basing his arguments on the
fact that the SG proposal is
based on economics rather than
politics, Johnson got the
council to agree to only discuss
SG's analysis of the current
parking sys.tem and at a later
date discuss ways of improving
it, if they decide it needs
improvement.
The committee, headed by
Charles Butler, director of the
Physical Plant, ·discussed 1the
proposal for about one half
hour before voting to discuss it

Firs-t-dav
registra tion
now possible
Non-degree seeking
students may get into classes at
· USF by just showing up on the
first day of class .
This Special Enrollment
Procedure is offered on a space
available basis with consent of
the instructor.

ALL STUDENTS
Receive
Special

in October. Due to absentees,
the student representation at
the meeting could have called
for a vote and won, but

Johnson said he hopes to :
have a new parking system in
effect at the start of Qtr. 1 in
1973.

BayCa mpus regist ration
set Aug. 9 in St. Pete
New and conti1:i uing
students planning to attend
USF's St. Petersburg branch
may register for fall classes
Aug. 9 at the Bay Campus, 830
First St. South.

Undergraduat e students
may use 20 hours of work
. under this program toward a
degree and graduate students
may use 12 hours.
Sept. 19 and

MARG IES BEDSPREADS
and

WATERBEDS
405 S. DALE MABRY
9:30-9:00

Complet e King Size Outfit
-Padded Frame-Bed-Liner-

-Padall for

Only

FREE
Buy, Sell and Trade

$39 95
'w a +er be-d5

e,~ a "'
Papes

Ga.a_,,
.

· ~ape.r"!I

:C.mpor-- i.. 5
~~44-s

J

I

- Po.s-t-e.r.1
&\ac.l'. 1°-t~s
lt-c \oe!>-t a+ .,

I

Re.cords
T'ap~
Fun
•

At

GIFT TO ALL VISITORS

$59 95

Giant Bean Beds

Discounts
MENARD PAWN AND
GIFT SHOP
14038 N. FLORIDA AVE.
PHONE 935-7743 .

part-time, are expe.cted to
attend there Qtr. 1, and fall's
projected enrollment is up
about 20 p.er cent from Qtr. 1
last year.
'

Final summer enrollment
Students · may also register
was
1,058 students, an increase
for Bay Campus courses during
over the 860 studen-ts attending
regular registration Sept. 13-15
, Bay Campus the previous
at the Tampa campus.
summer.
Lester Tuttle, Bay Camp.µs
Revised class schedules for.
dean of Academic Affairs, said
anywhere from 1,750 to 1,800 the Bay Campus appear on
students, both full-time and page 12 of today's Oracle.

Payment for cour~es can be
made by mail and there is no ·
pre-registration or admission
fee required.

Friday, Aug. 4. Interview sheets
for students on a double training ..
Classes begin
period Qtrs. 3 & 4 must be .
postmarked for r~tum to Co-op
last until Dec. 6.
Office not later than this date. ·
Monday, Aug. 7. Orientation
Session for al'f Co-op students who
will go on a training period Otr. 1, 2
p.m .. UC 248.
_ Wednesday. Aug. 9. Career
Planning Session meeting will be
held in SOC 121 at 2· p .m . (free
hour). All students interested in the.·
. Co-op Program . are ' ·invited .',to ,
attend.
' ' ' •.' ' · · · · · · · ' · ' ' · '

.GRAND OPENING

Ben Johnson

"This way they can't decide
to reconsider at a later- date.
With the provision that was
included about having an
alternative to rejected parts, we
have them on the defensive,"
J ohnsori said.

EYE c.ATGHIN t; AO f ~oM:

\

{2.e.~ .. uh1"'~r\'t.~
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Butler invited toMunich meeting
I

By Dave Moonnann ·
· Oracle Sports Editor
Dr . Nelson Butler,
intramural chairman at USF,
will attend the Summer
Olympics this year at Munich
· but as a speaker, not a
competitor.
Last September, Butler was
invited to attend the i
International Scientific
Congress. He accepted and he

will now present a 15 minute
speech, "Sport as a Leisure
Pursuit," on the second day of
the Aug. 21-25 meeting.
"The meeting is a study of
the physiology, sociology and
psy<:hology of people m
sports," said Butler in
explaining the purpose of i:he
Congress. "It's a scientific
investigation of the people
involved in sport."

This will be Butler's first
visit to the international event
which has been held m

Shlapak add~ soccer
loolc to Jciclcing game
· Boris Shlapak, a soccer
player'-turned
professional
football player just might
replace 1970 Super Bow'! hero,
Jim O'Brien, as the Baltimore
Colts number one place kicker.
, The former Michigan State
Sp;ma~ has been impressive in
· practice and with the Colts
planning to convert O'Brien .
into a receiver, the future looks
bright for Shlapak.
"The games are more
important
than
practice,"
Shlapak said, "and I hope I can
do just as well then."
In his two year collegiate
career at Michigan State,
Shlapak fared quite well. He
still holds the Spartan record
for the longest field goal of 54
yards. He did that three times
against
Northwestern,
Minnesota and· Iowa.
Shlapak played soccer for
. two years in college but
switched to football when
Michigan State dropped Soccer
to club status.
"I've been .playing socce_r
since I was about nine years
old," said the Chicago native,
and I only played football on
Saturdays back in high school
before I began playing again in
~ollege."
But upon graduation,
Shlapak knew he couldn't makt '
as much money in professional
soccer as in football, so he
began talking to the Falcons,
Steelers, Lions and Colts.
"I signed with Baltimore
about a week before camp
began because they gave me the
best deal," explained Shlapak.
While the Colts practice on
the USF s_occer field, Shlapak
runs around the track for about
ha·lf an.hour to 45 minutes.
"It's part of my program to
stay in shape. I run for five
minutes aria then I walk for five
· ~inutes and I keep this up until

practice is over. And I work
out in the gym, kicking a soccer
ball against the wall to build up
my muscle tone and agility:'~
After the Colts finish their
workout Shlapak runs onto the
field and practices his kickoffs
and field ~goals, sometimes
making them from as far away
as 60 yards.
"You get more power with a

soccer kick," Shlapak explains.
"I think it's because you get
· more of your body irito the
ball. Just look at (Jan) Stenerud
_he gets the
,,_ longest distance of
anyone.
And Shlapak has a winning
attitude. "I understand that I
· might sit on the bench,"- he
·says, "but that's part of the
ga_me."

\

''

psychologists discussing the
meaning of sport."
Butler said he submitted his
paper soon after his invitation.
He said ii: was due early so that
it could be translated into
German and French, to be read
simultaneously . with his
Erig lish reading.
conjunction with the past four
. After the Congress adjourns,
Su!11mer Olympics.
an international book, written
in English, French and
German, contammg the
But the USF assistant
presentations of all the people,
professor is knowledgable m
will be published .
·
the sociology of sports.
The reason for this , Butler
"I've published papers in explained, was to have printed
international joug1als and that's
the knowledge that was
probably how they got my transmitted at the talks.
name for this thing . And last
·"Contrary to what people
August I attended the
say," Butler pointed out,
International Symposium for
"there really is not too much
the . Sociology of Sport in
communication, so at this .
Waterloos, Kan.
Congress there is a lot of
sharing
of new knowledge."
"There's going to be a lot of
"Everyone's not familiar
people represented at the
meeting," Butler explained. with what happens over the
"They'll be · some medical rest of the world, so you're
people speaking on the athletes bound to run across some new
. and their traiQing and they'll be · and interesting ideas."

"The meeting is to discuss the physiology,
sociology and the psychology of people in
sports. It'll be a scientific · investigation of
people involved in sport. "
--Dr. Nelson Butler
USF Intramural Chairman

.

'

.
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£Jiers to get
feet off ground
By Dave· Moormann
Oracle _Sports Editor

Colts run through scrimmage

. .. as Ray May (5 6) and Roy Hilton (8 5) close on runner

Colts ready to face
Redsl<in challenge
.

The Baltimore Colts will be
m'aking their last appearance
here until Aug. 22 with a
practice in shorts at 4 p.m. on
the soccer field today.
After the Colts one
afternoon workout and their
pr,e-season game against the
Washington Redskins
tomorrow, they will leave for
Colorado School of Mines, in
. Golden, Coforado .for a two
and a half week stay.
But right now, the team is
busy preparing for the Friday
night game at Tampa Stadium.
Following two cuts, the
Colts are down to 61 players.
Among those relrased were
quarterbacks Gary Wichard
and Jim Ettinger, running back
Chuck Hall, linebacker Al
Qualls, defensive back Willie
Bogan, center John Morris,
tight end Gary Theiler and
wide receiver Noland Smith .

I Tickets

left I

As of last night, only
about 5,000 tickets
- remained to be sold for
tomorrow night's preseason National Football
League game between the
Baltimore Colts and
Washington Redskins .
Tickets areavailableatthe
Maas Brothers and Sears
stores and at the ticket office
at the stadium from 9 a.m.-6
p.m. at $7 apiece.

\

J. Unitas

public appearance in Tampa
with a game against the Detroit
Lions arid their USF camp will
break the next day.
The pre-season for the Colts
will end i!) Denver on Sept. 10
with a game against the
Broncos.
After a 10-4 regular season
record last year and a second
place finish in the American
Conference East, the Colts
have been rated as 5-2 favorites
to take the AFC this season.
The Colts will begin their
quest for
the AFC
championship and a repeat
performance of their Super
Bowl win in 1970, as they open
their regular National League
Football season, Sept.- 17,
against the St. Louis Cardinals.

'

T here's a new organization
on campus known as the
Flying Club.
Actually, the club was
re cognized
by
the
administration last March but
knowledge of it by the students
has been negligible.
"We didn't do much last
year," said acting president,
·Daryl Gentry. "We had just
split from the St. Pete campus
club and we were busy getting
squared away here."
. But now the Tampa chapter
of the Flying Club is going full
force in trying to get
acquainted with the people on
campus.
Gentry and advisor Bill
French have manned a table in
the UC since Monday; trying
to "let 'em (students) know
. we're on campus. "
"We've had about 100
people stop by since Monday,"
saicl French. "Most of them
don't even know that there's a
Flying Club on campus and
they're really surprised to fin
out."

Judokas
set co1,Jrse.

" I know there are a lot of
pilots on campus who wou ld
love to join," Gentry said , "bu·t
the club is open to everybody.
Our main purpose is teaching
safety and giving our members
a chance to learn to fly
cheaply."
T he Flying C lub owns two
Cessna 150 · aircraft which
members rent for a reduced
rate. Also, flying instructions
may be received for a lower
pnce .
Gentry said that as of now,
ilie ground school of the club,
where students learn the
mechanics of the plane and the
safety features involved, is
Werly Aviation Inc. of the St.
Petersburg-Clearwater International Airport, bu't he hopes
that in the future the club can
have their own.
·"Plans are underway,"
Gentry said, "to have trips next
year to different places. Right
now we're organizing a flight
to the Bahamas which will be
our main event of the year and
we're going to fly to various
places of interest in Florida."
Registration in the UC wiH
end at noon today but people
can still sign up. Write the
' Flying Club at CTR Box 465
or phone Bill Frerich at 9352871 or Fred Elson at 9496507.

... performs tomorrow
Four new members have
a~ved in camp. One ofilie
USF ·Judo Club has
players, Mike Mikolayunas, a
announced
plans to conduct
tight end, was acquired on
classes
for
both men and
waivers from theNew England
women,
beginning
this fall.
Patriots.
Tom
Rigg,
silver
medalist in
The other three are College
the
World
University
Games,
All-Stars who were in Chicago
COMPLETE SALES AND
said
many
of
the
country's
for last Friday night's game
larger
schools,
including
SERVICE ON ALL
against the Dallas Cowboys.
Florida
State,
have
female
judo
PORTABLE
& ElECTRIC
They are Van Brownson,
Before he was releas~d by
teams
and
USF's
Judo
Club
TYPEWRITERS
&
back-up quarterback at the Baltimore Colts, Jim
would
like
to
being
one
of
their
Nebraska last season, Lydell Ettinger of the University of
ADDING MACHINES.
Mitchell, a running back from Kansas praised the Tampa Bay own .
ALL
WORK GUARANTEED.
Rigg and Tom Masterson,
Penn State; and Glenn area and USF. ·
20% OFF
currently vying for a place on
Doughty, a wide receiver from
"I think I'll make my offFOR
ALL Sr°UDENTS
the U.S. 0 lympic squad will be
the University of Michigan .
season home here," Ettinger
9405 N. NEBRASKA AVE .
Saturday; at 10 . a.m., the said.'"The hot weather is great. . guest hosts for the initial club
PHONE 229-2201
meeting
in
the
wrestling
room
Colts will leave Tampa for Also, USF is a great school.
FREE
ESTIMATES .
of
.
the
gym
starting
the
first
Colorado. While out West.- The facilities here are really
Saturday of Qtr. 1.
they will play the Oakland wonderful."
Raiders on Aug. 14, and the ,r,--------:---------_;__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.....:,_ _ __;__ _ _..,.._
Kansas City Chiefs a week
, later.
T he Colts next appearance in
Tampa Stadium will be Aug.
26 when they will take on the .
, P ittsburgh Steelers. On Sept. 1,
the Colts will make their last .

Colt praise

_
I t must be twenty years since the place was
pa inted. But you won't be able to tell it
when th e job's done . An d whil e you 're
working , the great taste of Coca-Cola
keeps everybody happy.

-

11111 H's the real-thing. Coke. '

7

Bottled under lhe authori ty of The Coca-Cola Company by: Tampa Coca-Cola Bottlers

.
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USF Mus·ic sees
faculty shift

Flash flares on stage
Gulf Artists concert Aug. 11, 7:30 p.m., at
the . Bayfront Center. Tickets are $4 in
advance and $5 the day of the show.

Flash will join Malo, Jo Jo Gunne, and
Ramatam (a new group coupling Mike
Pinera. lately of Iron Butterfly, and Mitch
Mitchell, previously with Jimi Hendrix) in a

Vie.t natn veterans' poetns
cotnprise starlc anthology
"I heard my meatless bones/
clunk together/ saw the ants
drink/ from my eyes/ like red
ponies/ at brown pools of
· water/ and the worms in my
moved sluggishly/
belly/
delighted."
These words, by · Don·
Receveur, appear under the
title "night fear " in "Winning
Hearts and Minds--War Poems
By Vietnam Veterans," edited
by Larry Rottmann, Janl3arry
and Basil T. Paquet (McGrawHill, $3.95; $1.95 paperback).
Originally published a few
months ago under the imprint
1

Hei'ress'
continues .

·Theatre USF's production
of . "The Heiress," adapted
from the novel "Washington
·. Square," by Henry James, will
continue tonight through
Saturday night with all curtains
at 8.
Dorene Malinowsky and
Richard Philpot compose the
male-female duo who look for
love in an overly romatic or an
overly monetary form.
·Tick'e ts for full-time
students . are ,$1 and general
admission tickets are $2 .
Reservations may be made
through the Theatre Box
Office, ext. 2323.

of First Casualty Press, a
company formed by members
of the Vietnam Veterans
Against the War, this
anthology consists of works by
33 poets, who have contributed
from one to a .dozen poems
each.
Edited from a much larger
body of writing collected over
the past four years, the poetry
in . · "Winning Hearts and
Minds" is arranged as a series of
shifting scenes which describe a
tour of combat duty Ill
Southsast Asia.
The first anthology of its
kind, it is a scathing, intense cry
of protest against injustice and
wasted lives.
"Winning Hearts and

Minds" was an official slogan
of the American pacification '
and relocation program in
South Vietnam.

Se~eral famiiiar faces arou_nd
the Music Department will
cease to be so familiar in the
1'972-73 year, and a few new
faces will begin to crop up in
this department.
James Wolf, an associate
professor, will be at Florida
Technical University (fTU)
as of Sept: 1, where he will
begin to build a piano
department, do som~
performing himself, and
formulate a chamber music trio.
Another associate professor,
John Nagosky, has accepted a
position at Indiana University
to start at the end -of Qtr. 3.
Thomas Wood~ams,
associate professor, has retired.
Woodhams has been replaced
as instructor of the rock music
survey course, which he taught
in . the past, by Steve Jay,
4MUS.
Edward Preodor has planned
a job transfer which is not quite

firmed up yet. Preodor, a
pro.fessor of Music. Arts while
at USF, 1s a former concert
master of the Florida Gulf
Coast Sy~phony.
James McCray, assistant
professor of Music ·Education,
will make an exit as well, ,
leaving for St. Mary's College
at Notre Dame, Ind. where he
will become Music Department
Chairman beginning in the fall.
No permanent replacements
are in . mind at this . time,
~!though_department chair.man
Larry Austen said he has made
several contacts with persons
qualified to fill these positions.

(31 Spaces Each)

For Further Info .

Call Ext. 2620
Lang 472

LUTZ PAINT
.&

BODY SHOP

907 EAST 129th

AVE.

•

USF IS
No place to
be a·II alone
the world

•

Oracle news will ma~e the world a friendlier place
YOU .TOO, CAN ENJOY THE HIGHEST

STANDARD OF QUALITY
COUNT ON SPOTLESS TO
DELIVER THE BEST
CRAFTMANSHIP AT
COMPETITIVE PRICES

~-

Samtone
Crr(!fird Mn strr D~yctron(r

SPECIAL:

8 lbs. of budget
DRY CLEANING for
(Good only University Plaza Plant)

. _. tµ.Pt.N~,ipnal ·& State News
tNational 'Syndicated Cartoons
tSpecial editions on:
tGovernment
tUSF
tConsumerism. ·
tSpecial advertising features you
can't afford to miss!

21
CONVENIENT
LOCATIONS

All this and more beginning
Sept. 19 - QTR. I

I I

l l)
,i.1:M"(, ·1/ 1
- AUGust -i, -1-97.2 - ·

H·:t ,~· -~· 1 ·.f
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Newslet ter
vary in quality
By Lisa Smith
O racle Activities Editor
Newsletters appear to be the
th ing-to-do among 'the elite of
· the rock _class. Jethro ' T ull's
"T hick As A Brick" was
. follow ed punctua ll y and
immediately by John and
Yoko 's "Some Time in New
York ," differing only slightly
in cover format but greatly in
cover content.
Joh~ and Yoko , it would
appear , ha ve had great
difficulty in deciding between
two ·neat cover-ups as far _as
musical style goes. ·

Karen Friscia .and Brenda .Harbin
...interact during the Dance Workshop

·Wo'rl<sho·p ex,plores dan~e
Explorations in both student
and professional, ballet and
modem, and' group and solo
' choreographies will culminate
for the Department of Dance in
a ,free workshop offered Friday
at 8:30 p.m. in TAR 222.
Featured in the evening of
dance will be a Haydee
Gutierrez - restaging of a
character piece -in involve her
entire class.
·
She will be fol.Jowed by
Su~an Quinn and Joe
McCloskey in a duet from .
"Nova," staged by Mary Alice
Hall of the St. Petersburg
Concert Ballet . .

Gillotti piano
recital .Friday

Chase Robinson will also
present his staging of a Merce
Cunning'ham . dance as
performed by his Modern
Dance I class.
"'
Two pieces will be offered
by Peggy Ann Lax: a Biblical
solo entitled "Love," and a

group dance , " Whatever
Happ_e ned to Har v ey
Wallbanger? ''

So , obviously vascillating
strenuously between old
Chuck Berry and new Sha-NaN a, they decided to alternate
on their latest effort, creating a
checkerboard
Teen-Anglewith-more-contemporary lyrjcs effect.
In listening, one encounters
few exceptions to that rule, but

it is thrilling indeed to come
across "Attica State, " one
different cut, with some reall y
fluid ·guitar and solid rhythm
that isn 't !°950 in origin ,
T he thrill dies quickly,
though, as "Attica State" is
pursued by its twin, "Sunday
Bloody Sunday," and--yes-even its triplet with "We're All
Water. "
Jethro T ull, on the other
hand; is enjoying an upward
swing on its -dynamics with .
"Thick as a Brick." Though _
T ull has always hung to its
haunting style, versatility can
hardly . be questioned on the
new album.
At large, the album creates a
typical Tull mood, relying on
typical Tull effects, but
generates a unique vitality.
Besides, the tongue-in-cheek
_album jacket is almost worth
the price, with a full-sized
newspaper full of absol~tely
nothing factual.

1

The
Beginning
Choreography
class will
present several "Studies" at the
program as well.

Mushro·o m' party up
for Friday, Saturday

· Plans for a giant-sized, two- nights the pa~ties will start at
night party have been 9:30, and there will be no
completed by the Muchroom, closing time . Anyone
U SF' s
Bay
Campus interested in playing at the
coffeehouse, and Friday and Mushroom coffeehouse should
Saturday are the big nights.
contact Ron Zicotti of the Bay
Beatie Bailey cartoons will Campus.
In a rebroadcast, Bernadette be shown, a singer-musician ···, . . - - - - - - -~-~
Devlin, .leader in the Northern
named Frank will entertain,
Ireland civil rights movement along with Happy Kitchens,
JACKSON'S
and fiery spokesman for
and all are expected to come
BICYCLE . STORE
Roman Catholics, will discuss
and enjoy. ·
114 BUFFALO AVE.
"The Irish Question" with
Door prizes, too, will be
HOURS 9-5 6 DAYS
Buckley as another guest of . given away, including record·s,
PHONE 232-0661
"Firing Line," Aug : 12 at 11
leather items, posters, candles
a.m .
and various other gifts from the
GITANE
Devlin maintains that the
St. Petersburg Area
unrest in Northern Ireland is
Merchants.
IS HERE
due to class, not religious
Both Friday, :ind Saturday
differences.
Buckley will join eight
student activists to exchange
opinions on the significance of
the 18, 19 and 20-year-old vote
on the Aug. 19 edition of
t= ,, .
"Firing Line," at 11 a.m.
Solids & Textured
Five of Buckley's eight Double Knits Sizes 28..42
guests for this show are
between the ages of 18 and 21 .
Values to $21
All of the guests are university
· students from the San
F_rancisco Ba):'.__area.

WUSF-:-FM broadcasts
from Devlin to Ellsberg
The next few weeks will"see
a number of broadcasts on
current .issues aired over
WUSF-FM (89.7 kc), as a
member station of the National
Public Radio network.

Daniel Ellsberg · and his
Carol Jo Gillotti, a student
connection
with the "Pentagon
pianist at USF, will present the
.
Papers"
will
be placed on the
tinal Music Department recital
"Firing
Line"
as he meets with
of this ·quarter Friday night at
William
F.
Buckley Jr.,
8:30 in FAH 101.
Sarurday
at
11
a.m.
A great diversity will be
Ells berg was tried on charges
enjoyed by her_ audience as
of
espionage and theft of
Gillotti plays works from
government
property on July
Mussorgsky to Bach.
10.
First in the program will be
Tuesday's National Press
"A Prelude in Fugue, No. 21 ''
Club
Luncheon will be
by Johann Sebastian Bach, to
addressed
by Sol Linowitz,
be followed by Beethoven's
chairman
of the National
"Sonata, Opus 90."
Urban
Coalition,
as he speaks
"Two Fantasies" by
'Jon
the
"Cooling
of the Hot
Schumann
are
next,
Cities."
The
60-minute
complemented by the ensuing ·
pr?g_
r
am
will
be
aired
at 10 a.m.
piece, Ravel's "Sonatine."
The final work of the
evening will be Mussorgsky's
"Pictures of an Exhibition ."
Complete Foreign and Domestic
Gillotti is currently a Music
and Chemistry major at USF,
Car Repair and Service
though she claims a sincere
interest in psychology as well.
··She has studied music (piano, in
28 Years Experience
particular) for 14 years, and at
present is studying under Dr.
All Makes, All Models
Arman Watkin, professor of
Phone 971-9161
13614 Nebraska, Tampa
Music.

Henry's

•

., MID SUMMER SALE
100% Polyester Flares.

$999

Fancy No· Iron Short Sleeve

DRESS SHIRTS

; .... ,. 2
S3.99 ea.

for

$500
·.

FAST SERVICE

ORACLE
CLASSIFIEDS

5 lines

$100 .

ijt)~~..Ya'~i-.~GrE
Cycles Are Our Business - Our Only Business!
ALSO DEALERS IN GREEVES AND DALESMAN

(31 Spaces Each)

ORACLE OFFICE
Lang 472

Ext. 2620
Call for Further Information

MONDA T ' 9 TO 9
CLOSED SUN DA YI
WEEKDAYS 9 TR 6

Cc0<1, Flit Serv_ice
ls Our Way

Of Saying Thanks

1472.-7 N. NEBRASKA AVE.

!971-81711

/

10024 N~30th Street
Across from Busch Gardens ;
Ph. 971-42S4
HOURS: 10-8
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CLASSIFIED ADS-VW PASSENGER VAN
Runs well. Try it-Buy it. Call Bruce at
2615 in afternoon or 6250 in eve. Drive
& make offer.

For Rent
5 -year - old custom built house, 3
bedrooms, central gas heir, air
. conditioning, built-in refrigerator,
stove, dishwasher, garbage disposal ,
carpeting, & drapes. 2 car ;ttached
garage. 3 mi. eastofUSF. $195 month.
Deposit. No 'pets'. -<149-6041-.
Beach home for re~t: wk / mo., 2'
bedrm, furn, on Boca Ciega Bay, across
st. fr. Gulf, Treas. Isl. $ l 35 wk for
four; $2 p/ day per add '! per. 988-4294 ·
after 6 p.m_.

'69 Austin Healy Sprite. Blue w / bla~k
top, black int. Radio, Heater, 4-spd .
$995. North'gate Chrysler, 4315 E.
Hillsboroug-h. 626-1111.
'7 0 Maverick; red; black and white
interior. 3 s·peed. $11-99. Northgarn'
Chrysler, 4315 E. Hillsboroug-h, 6261111 . .
.

Misc. for Sale
'

Lost & Found
Found: Dog's choke collar with
registration tag #44928. Call 971- ·
6219.

Real Estate
Two.story, tree-shaded Spanish. 3 or 4
BRS, 2 Baths. Fireplace. Beautiful oak
floors. Modern, beamed kitchen .
Central heat, air outside apt. $40,000.
879-23"65.,_
.
.

Personals
Thanks and love fo my friends -for
thinking of and praying for me. Karl
and 1 had many good time~ here. USF
may _be large, but is will never be
impersonal to me or my family. Love,
Valerie Wickstrom.

Automotive
. '70 Plymouth Duster Coupe. Dark
green, g-reen int. Radio, heater, auto.
trans , low mileage. $1699. Northg-ate
Chrysler, 43 I 5 E. Hillsborough, 6261·11 I.

'

'70 Kawasaki 175 · Bushwacker.
Rebuilt engine, new clutch plate~. 7600
-miles, needs paint. $250 firm. Phon e
988-1062 fo~ more details .

Sony TC-I 3 Stereo cassette corder. 2
speakers. Walnut finish . In perfect
condition. Must sell. $125. Cail 971. 5336 afternoon and ~venings.
9 ~ 12 Gold rug-$15. Call 971-6219
after 5.Nearly new Sears 60 mm refractor
telescope w/ equatorial mount, barlow
lens, 3 - eyepieces, solar projection
screen, filters, etc. $75 Or best offer. _·
Call 754-3220 (Plant City) after 6.
' Thi~ is your LEVI store. We hav(
denim & corduroys in ' reg-ulars &
. BELLS. Also, boots, shirts & Western
hats . Only 10 min. from cam·pus.
Bermax Western-Wear 8702 Nebraska.
FURNITURE-Newly covered wing
sofa-$40; 5-Piece bedroom suit-$100,
also working electric dryer-$ I 0 . If
interested, call 93 2-2052 .
FONTANA HALL MEAL
- TICKET
For Sale. Will accept $200. For First
Quarter, Monday through Friday.
Write J .K.L., 96 North Washington
Dr., ~arasota, 33577 .

I 969 VW Delux Van . Blue, white top,
black interior. Radio & speakers.
$1500 . Phone 935-5896.
·

TURE ADULT MOVI

A must see i_n Tampa
PROGRAM CHANGES
MONDAYS & FRIDAYS EVERY WEEK

1503 7t_h-AVENUE ·TAMPA

248-1378

Services Offered

Miscellaneous
TASTY ~HEALTHFULDELICIOUS
Are you taking the finest soybean
protein available? For ·15 ¢ per day you
could be taking 97.7 % protein . Call
988-7814.

1960 Classic TR.3, immaculate shape.
New tires and interior. Beautiful auto
for the right person. Call Dan at 2267714.
'
1969 VW-surt roof, stereo tape, radio,
good tires . Call 971-4204 after 7 p .m .
Also '6 7 Malibu-air conditioning,
radio & power steering, $850 or best
offer.

VACANT POSITIO NS AT USF
Public Notice
Misc. Wanted
·1·he following positions are to be filled; ·
Un_ive~sity Comptroller-Open Salery;
l)id you see me_busted? I was arrested
Accountant 11-$9 ,.166; *Personnel
WE }\' ILL BUY ANYTHING.
lying face down on Thurs. afternoon at
Technician - II 1-$10,398; *Personnel
. Come by MENARD PAWN and
Fletcher & 30th. Lawyers can only do
Technician 1-$7, 788; *Asst. Campu_s
GIFT SHOP . 14038 N , Florida Ave.
so much . Call 971-2097 Bill Hogan.
Postmaster-$5 ,846 ;
*·Computer
Free gift to students. 935-7743.
Systems Analyst 1-$9,166; Keypunch
Qperator-$4,802;
*Information;;'
Specialist Il-$8 ,665; A-V 1 ·echnician- .
$5,554; Elect;onic Technician 1-:·
$6,118; Radio-TV Engineer 11$8,665;
Illustrator
1-$5,846;
Photographer
1-$6, 11 8;
Mechanic-$6 ,5 3-5;
Repairman-$5,554;
Electrician- .
$7,371; Boiler Operator ll-$6,535; ·
Eng-ineering Technician 1-$4,692;
Carpenter-$6,974; - Motor Vehicle ·
Operator I (50% )-$2,286; Biologist
ll-$8 ,665; Lab Technologist 11$7,371 ; Lab Technician 1-$4,802;
Reg-istered
Nurse
1-$7,3 7 1;
Groundskeeper 1-$4,364; Custodial
Worker-$4 , 155; *Library Assistant$7,788; *Secretary 111-$5 ,554 ;
*Secretary · 11-$4,802; *Secretary 11
(50 % )-$2,401; *Clerk Ill (50 % )- ·
$2,401; *Clerk Typist ll-$4,364; ·
*Clerk ll-$4,155; *Clerk Typist I (11
p.m.-7 a.m.)-$3,946; *Sales Clerk IAdult motion pictures. You must be 18 years of age and
$ 3,946; *Account Clerk ' II
prove it to gain admittance. Daily 11 a.m. to 12 p.m.
(temporary )-$5 ,032; *ReceptionistMidnight
shows Saturday.
$4,364; *Mail Clerk 11-$4,573.
(*Require testing). For a daily up-<la~e
of vacant positions call the "Job Line"
974-2879. Interested persons should
contact Perso_nnel Services for
determination of eligibility and
referral. THE UNIVERSITY OF
SOUTH FLORIDA ISAN°EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.

Help Wanted
Keypunch operator-evenings. Will
consider training. Call Mr. Tyndall
884-3 701.
' Need $45 a week? Wor~ 15 hours; 3
evenings & half day Sat. or 4 -evening-s
& no Saturday. Car·necessary. Neat
appearance. For interview call 988'915 I.

·•71 Dodge Scamp coupe, radio, heater,
auto , vinyl roof. 6 cyl. Low mileag~;
white, black top . 2 -Yr. warnty, $2199.
N.orthgate Chrysler, 4315 E.
Hillsborough, 626-1111. -

Full rime help, I0AM-5PM; part time,
5-9 PM. Women preferred, experience
in reg-ister work helpful. Good ·
opportunity for advancement. Apply:
Weary Fox; 8872 Terrace Plaza .or call
Mr. Surette, 988-09 59 .

'7 0 Dodge Char.ger. Blue, white vinyl
roof, radio, heater, automatic trans.
Power_ ·steering, air: Bucket seats,
console. Sn 99. Northgate Chrysler, _,,
4315 E: Hillsborough.

Mature student to manage day ·carekindergarten in Brandon, Saturday, 7 .
a.m. to 6 p.m., in exchange for free
room. Telephone: Mrs. E. Simmons,
689-3453 or 634-1169 . ,

·TYPING SERVICE. IBM Selectric.
Termpapers,
manuscripts , theses,
letters and other. 10 min.' from _USF.
Call Lore Schmoll 971-2673.

MING

PROFESSIONAL
TYPIST-IBM
·selec.tric;, Ilw. carbon ribbon & type
changes. TURABIAN· USF or other
sty le manua Is.
E~perienced: term papers, thesis
· resumes, etc. · Ph. 971-6041 after 6
P.M.:all day weekends-5 minutes from
USF.
TY PING-FAST, '
NEAT ,
ACCURATE. 'All types . of work.
Nina Schiro, 11110 N. 22nd St. 971- .
2139. If no answer, 235-32(>I.
SPECIALIZED TYPIST
4 years quality work - T urabian USF-.
Campbell, Dissertations-Term Papers-,
Thesis-Resumes, etc. IBM Selectric,,
Pica - 884-1969 Gloria.
Wedding
PHOTOGRAPHER ..
Invitations; prices start at $ l0.9 5 pet'
I 00 to $200 per l00; also with you{
choice photo engraved on car<(
Numerous samples to pick from . Ca\l ;
626-4668.
.

DOMINO'S
PIZZA

Now Open For Lunch .
Sunday-Thursday · 11 A.M.-1 :0.0 A.M.
Friday-Saturday 1 ~ A.M.-2 :Q0 -A.M'.

971~7875
FAS.T , H·OT & ·FREE
DELIVERY
Keep On Truckin'

T-ONIGHT .THROUGH SUNDAY

3300 S. Dale M_ahry
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Bay Camp us class schedule
FALL QUARTER CALENDAR:

August 9
September 14, 15
September 19
December 6

NOTE:

Registration on St. Petersburg Campus
(No Special Student Registration on this date)
Registration on Tampa Campus for both Tampa
and St . Petersburg Campus courses
Classes begin
End of Quarter I

A,B - 3:30 pm
C,D - 3:45 pm
E,F - 4:00 pm

PRE-REGISTRATION ADVISING: Monday and Tuesday, August 7 and 8 from 9:00 AM to
5:00 PM. No appointment is necessary.

elf

l.l

s

9 10 TR 10 F

Kelley

EDF 607 691

4

678 ,9 W

Staff

1 TR

Kelley

EDF 611 691

4

S 6 7 T

Musgrove

EDF 621 691

4

6 7 8 9 W

Bridges

EDF 625 691

4

6 7 8 9 M

Stanley

EDG 603 691

4

6 7 8 9 M

Bott

EDG 623 691

s

6 7 8 9 W

Drapela

EDL 412 691

s

S 6 7 8 T

Smith

INSTRUCTOR

MTR 433 601

4

12

s

10 11 MW 12 M

Keith

3

2 M

ACC 413 601

3

9 10 11 S

Watson

ACC 423 601

3

3 4 T 3 R

Mcclung

ACC 483 601
602
603
604
605

1

601
602
603
604
605
606
607
608
609

1
2

ACC 405 601

OGY 681
.681
681
681
681
681
681
681
681

9

TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA .
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA

Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff

AST 371 601

s

3 4 MW

CBS 401 601

3

12

COM 300 601

3

1

ECN 301 601

s

89MW

ECN 311 601

4

11 12 MW

ECN 331 601

s

1

2 MW

1 F

EDC 401 603

s

1

2 MW

EDE 409 602

s

2

3 MW

EDE 411 603

4

8 9 TR

EDE 423 603

2

3

sis

601

HRS

ACC 301 601

2 W

1

pm
pm
pm
pm

MTR 345 601

TIME
DAY

QTR

S,T - 5:45
U,V - 6:00
·w,x - 6:15
Y,Z - 6:30

I

Daytime Offerings

COURSE
PFX NUM SEC

M,N - 5:00 pm
0,P - 5:15 pm
Q,R - 5:30 pm

,ADDITIONAL COURSES OF INTEREST TO YOU MAY BE ADDED SUBSEQUENT TO THIS PRINTING.
FOR INFORMATION, CALL 898-7411 or WRITE TO: The University of South Florida,
St. Petersburg Campus, 830 First Street South, St. Petersburg, Florida 33701.

·

acceptance.

G,H - 4:15 pm
I,J - 4:30 pm
K,L - 4:45 pm

They will register during

If you plan to enroll i n courses on both campuses in Quarter I, · you MUST register on
the Tampa Campus on September 14 or 15. (For specific registration date and time,
please consult the FALL QUARTER SCHEDULE OF CLASSES published by the Tampa Campus.
Copies may be obtained on either campus.)

REGISTRATION INSTRUCTIONS: If you wish to enroll ONLY in courses on the St. Petersburg
Campus, you may register on the St. Petersburg Campus on Wednesday, August 9, from
·3:30 to 6:30 PM. (See alphabetical schedule below.) Continuing Students need simply
arrive at the appointed time. New Students and Former Students Returning must bring
their letters

Special Students may not register on this date.
day or evening of the first class me.e ting.

Keith

3

4

s
6

7
8

Mcclung
Mcclung
Mcclung
Mcclung
Mcclung

OGY 683 601

1

TBA

Baird

EDL 523 691

4

5 6 7 8 W

Barkholz ,

OGY 683 602

2

TBA

Pyle

EDL 600 691

s

5 6 7 8 9 M

Lang

Robinson

OGY 691 601

1

TBA

Staff

EDS 322 691

4

6 7 8 9 M

Cline

Carpenter

1
2

Staff
Staff
Staff
st'aff
Staff
Staff
St aff
Staff
Staff

4

5 6 7 8 T

Cline

EDV 445 691

4

5 6 7 8 T

Johnson

EDV 445 692

4

4 5 6 7 R

Pope

EDV 506 691

4

5 6 7 8 M

Johnson

8
9

TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA

EDS 531 691

Staf f

OGY 699
699
699
699
699
699
699
699
699

EDV 506 692

4

6 7 8 9 R

Pope

3 W

Totten

PHI 311 601

4

8 9 TR

Carpenter

EDV 506 693

4

5 6 7 8 R

Brady

4 W

Towery

PIM 321 601

4

9 10 MW

Carpenter

EDV 507 691

4

S 6 7 8 W

Jaeschke

Forseth

POL 454 601

4

9 10 11 12 S

Factor

EGB 337 691

3

6 7 8 R

Twigg

TR

Staff

POL 462 601

4

10 11 TR

Factor

EGS 401 691

3

6 7 8 M

Bull

4

4 S MW

Weeks

PSY 311 601

4

11 12 TR

Fowler

EGS 461 691

3 .

6 7 8 W

Rhodes

EDF 303 601

4

3 4 TR

Robinson

PSY 312 601

1

3 4 T

Staff

ENG 483 694

4

6 7 8 9 W

Wells

EDF 305 602

4

9 10 MW

Musgrove

PSY 312 602

1

3 4 R

Staff

ENG 483 614

4

6 7 8 9 T

Moore

EDS 311 601

4

10 11 MW

Cline

PSY 335 601

4

1

2 MW

Toth

ENG 517 691

4

6 7 8 M

Garrett

EDT 447 601

4

10 11 MW

Staff

PSY 403 601

4

1

2 TR

Toth

ENG 531 691

4

6 7 8 9 R

Hall

EDW 461 601

4

4 S MW

Staff

4

10 11 MW
10 11 TR

Rahn
Rahn

ESC 301 691

3

6 7 8 T

Twigg

ENG 305 601

4

11 12 MW

Wel).s

PSY 404 601
PSY 421 601

ESC 310 691

3

6 7 8 M

Henry

PSY 48i
481
481
. 481

601
602
603
604

1

TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA

Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff

ETK 421 691

3

6 7 8 M

Payne

ETK .422 691

3

6 7 8 W

Payne

PSY 485
485
485
485

601
602
603
604

1

TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA

Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff

ETK 423 691

3

TBA

Payne

ETK 431 691

3

6 7 8 R

Kraus

ETK 441 691

3

6 7 8 R

Kraus

601
602
603
604
601
602
603
604

1

ETK 482 691
482 692
482 693

1
2
3

TBA
TBA
TBA

Payne
Payne
Payne

GBA 362 691

s

6 7 8

GPY 405 691

s

6 7 8 9 R

Ash

GPY 407 691

5

6 7 8 9 T

Schaleman

HTY 342 691

.

4

6 7 8 M

Parker

4

6 7 8 T

Carr

HTY 485 694

4

6 7 8 W

Lawson

MAN 321 691

3

6 7 8 R

Hamilton

MAN 331- 691

3

6 7 8 W

L. White

MAN 451 691

3

6 7 8 T

Kenerson

MTR 583 693

3

6 7 8 R

Staff

OGY 683 693

3

TBA

Carder

POL 431 691

4

6 7 8 9 T

Holden

POL 550 691

4

6 7 8 9 M

Factor

EDE

TBA
TBA
. TBA
TBA
,TBA

2
3

4

s

2 W

1

Deer

3 M

2

2

SF

Anderson
Anderson

S T

3 W

Hall

ENG 314 601

4

1

ENG 336 601

4

9

10 MW

Deer

ENG 383 601

4

11 12 TR

Hall

ENG 411 601

4

9 10 TR

Deer

ENG 513 601

4

3 4 TR

Garrett

ENG 528 601

4

1

FIN 301 601

s

FIN 305 601

3
4

s
6

7

4
2
3

4
2
3
4

Hoffmann
Hoffmann
Hoffmann
Hoffmann
Hoffmann
Hoffmann
Hoffmann
Hoffmann

' TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA

9 F

M. White

8 9 10 11 S

Gregoire
Stirling

REL 483
483
483
483
REL 583
583
583
583

Dunn

soc 315 601

4

3 4 TR

Biggs

soc 321 601

4

3 4

soc 533 601

4

9 10 MW

Senior

SSI 301 601

4

9 10 TR

Armstron

Wells

2 TR

8 9 TR

GBA 333 601

3

10 TRF

GBA 361 601

s

12 1 MW

GBA 371 601

4

1

GBA 489 601
602

1
2

TBA
TBA

Mcclung
McClung

s

10 11 TR

Schaleman

GPY 301 601

601 •
602
603
604
605
606
607
608
609

12 F

2 TR

2

3
4

1
2
3

4

MW

Armstron.
Senior

Evening Offerings

Ash

ACC 301 691

S

6 7 8 TR

McClung

HTY 425 691

Dunn

MW

GPY 303 601

s

1

GPY 371 601

s

10 11 MW

Schaleman

ACC 411 691

3

6 7 8 W

Hurd

HTY 319 601

4

10 11 MW

Mayer

ACC 501 691

3

6 7 8 R

Hurd

HTY 320 601

4

2 3 MW

Lawson

AGE 502 691

3

6 7 8 M

Coppinge

HTY 423 601

4

10 11 TR

Carr

CBS 401 691

3

6 7 8 T

Staff

TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA

Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff

CBS 401 692

3

6 7 8 R

Staff

COM 330 691

4

6 7 8 9 W

Butcher

6 7 8 9 R

3

6 7 8 W

Anderso1

PSY 441 691
PSY 452 691 ·

4

ECN 501 691

4

6 7 8 9 T

Blomquist
Rahn

EDC 501 691

s

56 789T

Totten

PSY 455 691

4

6 7 8 9 M

Toth

EDC 501 692

s

S 6 7 8 9 T

Totten

REH 503 691

4

6 7 8 9 T

Ebra

EDC 661 691

4

S 6 7. 8 W

Cleary

REH 507 691

s

6 7 8 "9 R

Landsman

EDC 671 691

4

6 7 8 9 T

Staff -

REL 300 691

4

6 7 8 9 M

Hoffmann

EDE 415 691

s

56789R

Weeks

SAI 583 691

3

6 7 8 W

Gray

EDE 426 691

3

S 6 7 R

K. Stevens

soc 553 691

4

6 7 8 9 W

Armstrong

EDE 529 691

s

5 6 7 8 9 T

Merriam

soc 563 691

4

6 7 8 9 R

Senior

EDE 531 691

4

S 6 7 8 M

K. Stevens

SSI 301 691

4

6 7 8 9 W

Staff

EDE 621 691
EDF bU:> b!.11

4

S 6 7 8 W

Forseth
Robinson

SSI 415 691

4

6 7 8 9

Reiner

601
602
.603
604

1

HTY 685 601

1

685 602
685 603
685 604

2
3

HTY 485
485
485
485

MAN 301 601
MAN 311 601
MAN 421 601
MAN 431 601
MAN 489 601
MKT 301 601
Ml'H

309 601

2
3

4

4

s
3
3

3
3

s
3

2 MW

St~ff
Staff
Staff
Staff

TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
10 11 TR 10 F
11 TRF

M.

2 M

White

M. White

12 TRF
1

Kenerson

1 W

TBA
8 9 MW 8 F
11 12 MW

Kenerson
Kenerson
Staff
Kelley

4

1

6 7 8 9 R

M

